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Health Maintenance & Wellness
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Healthy employees can handle stress better, work harder, and be more efficient and 

engaged.

Healthain enables companies to engage employees, bring wellness into their lives and 

reward them for participating. At the same time, it helps shift the emphasis of health 

maintenance efforts from expensive reactive interventions to proactive positive 

lifestyle changes.

Gamification with leaderboards gives team and corporate overviews and visual 

comparison of high scores. Incenting a behavior change lets employees earn points 

and rewards.

Health Tracker

Healthain allows employees to 

connect and manage to any 

wearable and health data 

sources. It enables employees 

to retrieve health data 

regardless of how the data was 

recorded, processed, or stored.
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H O W  T O  G U I D E



Choose your source and start 
the journey to emotional & 
physical well-being

01

04

The first time you log in to the 

Healthain application, a 

notification appears that you need 

to link a source to use this 

application. This is the first step 

that should be made by you.

Click on the notification and 

new window will appear 

with 13 sources to add and 

manage health data.
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Find the source you want to connect and 

click on the icon.
01

You should give approval to access the 

data from the source.
02

You will see a message for successful 

connecting and the data from selected 

source will be transferred to the 

Healthain app.

03

There is no limitation on the number of 

connected sources, so if you use different 

sources for measuring different type of 

activities, please feel free to connect all of 

them to your new health application.

04

Please be aware that in Healthain application 

will be transferred only the data measured in 

the source. If the source doesn’t measure 

steps, they will not be transferred in Healthain 

app (for example Strava and Runkeeper)

05 06

If you can’t find your source click on the “Can’t find it” and 

follow the instructions to help prioritize its addition.07

If you have tracker devices from Fitbit, Jawbone or

Under Armour, you should connect corresponding

sources. If you have some other kind of tracker device, 

please use Runkeeper or Strava to transfer the data

from the tracker.



Wellness 
Goals

Add a new 
personal goal

02

06

Healthain helps you stay fit by setting personal 

targets, track everyday activities and reach new 

goals. From the main menu select the Wellness 

Goals Tile to add new personal goal or to see 

current or total goal completion of goals that are 

already set.
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In the field “Your wellness goal” enter the 

name/Description of your new goal

         

    

         

        

       

        

         

       

Select “Add New Goal” from the top right 

corner of Wellness Goals to create a new 

personal goal.

          

         

        

          

        

Select one of the time parameters: daily/ 

weekly (this week)/ monthly (this month)/ 

yearly (this year).
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 Select the source.
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06 Define the period of the new goal by 

entering start date and number of days / 

weeks /months accordingly to the selected 

time parameter.

Define your goal type by selecting one of the 

parameters: Steps, Duration, Distance and

Calories. If you select “Steps”, a field will 

appear in which you have to enter the 

number of steps that are supposed to be

taken. If you select “Duration”, two fields will 

appear in which you have to enter the hours 

and minutes that are supposed to be

reached.

If you select “Distance”, two fields will appear in 

which you have to enter the kilometers and meters 

that are supposed to be reached. If you select

“Calories”, a field will appear in which you have to 

enter the number of calories supposed to be

burned.



Select Add Goal to confirm creation of 

the new personal goal.

Each personal goal 
brings points

Harder goal brings more points. See the list below how much points brings each of the measure types by 

duration and intensity. Create your personal goal according to the list and you will earn points by 

accomplishing it.

03

07

07

Please check all parameters before 

creating a goal. After creating the goal 

it is final and cannot be changed.
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Select the Active tab from Wellness goals and you can 

see all the details for your active personal goals: goal 

description, start date, end date, points etc.

The data from your tracking device will be automatically 

synced and you will have an insight into current and 

total completion percentage of the goal.

Current goal completion is percentage achieved at 

current period of time. For example, if your goal is daily 

it will show the completion percentage for the current

day. If your goal is weekly it will show the completion 

percentage for the current week, etc… The bar can go 

over 100%.

Total goal completion is percentage achieved after 

finishing one period of time. For example, if your goal is 

weekly and lasts few weeks it will show the completion 

percentage for the past week(s). If your goal is monthly 

it will show the completion percentage for the past

month(s), etc… Total value of the bar is 100% and if you 

accomplish the goal and reach 100% you are going to 

earn points according to the goal type and level of

difficulty.

For example, your goal is 4 Weeks x 35000 Steps

Weekly. By Wednesday in the first week you have reached 

20000 steps and the Current goal completion will show 57%.

Active and 
Inactive Tab

                        

                       

                         

                        

             

For example, if you create a new daily goal: 15 Days x 1h 5m Duration Daily - your goal is worth 15 points. The 

calculation is as follows: 1h 5m Duration Daily is above the defined value of 1h duration daily (see the table), so you get 

one point for each day (1x15=15). If you accomplish it you will earn 15 points. If you create a new daily goal: 20 Days x 

100 Steps Daily - your goal is worth 0 points. The calculation is as follows: 100 Steps Daily is below the defined value of 

5000 steps daily (see the table), so you get zero point for each day.



Competition

Select the tracker you want to use for 

chosen goal.
01

Click the Accept button02

The date you joined is your start date. 

Take the time to the end date to 

achieve the goal.

03

04

09

In Competition tile, you have an insight of all 

active corporate goals defined by your 

company.

Here you have also current and total 

completion percentage for the goals you have 

already joined.

Current goal completion is percentage 

achieved at current period of time. For 

example, if the corporate goal is daily it will 

show the completion percentage for the 

current day. If the corporate goal is weekly it 

will show the completion percentage for the 

current week, etc… the bar can go over 100%.

The Total goal completion is still 0%. By Friday in the second week, you have reached 35000 Steps in the 

previous week and 40000 Steps in the current week. The Total goal completion will show 25%. The Current goal 

completion will show 114%. To view your previous goals, please select the Inactive button.

You can join one or several corporate goals 

in the following way:

Total goal completion is percentage achieved after 

finishing one period of time. For example, if the 

corporate goal is weekly it will show the completion 

percentage for the past week(s). If the corporate 

goal is monthly it will show the completion 

percentage for the past month(s), etc… Total value 

of the bar is 100% and if you accomplish the goal 

and reach 100% you are going to earn points 

defined for that corporate goal.



Synchronization05
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Synchronizing data from connected sources occurs whenever you open the application. If you want to 

make extra synchronization use the Sync Data Tile.

Just click on the tile and synchronization will be done at the same moment.

At the bottom of the tile you have information about the last synchronization.

Activities06
                   

                   

                   

                   

                  

   

                   

                   

                  

                   

                  

   

In Healthain you can follow all your activities from all your connected devices. The graph on the main page 

shows activities for the current week of three sources you have connected. If you have more than three sources 

connected, the graph will show three sources randomly. The cards on the left side show the data on total

distance, duration, steps and calories from the sources showed in the graph for the current week. As you select 

each of the measure types (distance, duration, steps, calories), the graph data is going to change according to 

the selected measure type.
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02

You can see who has run the 

furthest this/last week or this 

month. Gamification with 

leaderboards gives personal and 

corporate overviews and visual 

comparison of high scores. Have a 

look at your level of achievement 

by accomplishing your own goals 

and participating in company goals.

Leaderboard07

From the main menu select 

Activities Tile and you can see your 

full activity history.

Select your source, time period and one of the 

measure types to get an insight into your 

activities.

In case there are no data from the selected 

source for the selected measure type in the 

selected period, you will receive a message that 

there are no activities to show.

03

Activities
Page

John



There are four defined levels that the user can achieve by earning points 

from meeting personal and corporate goals:

Select Personal Achievements Tab to see your rank among all active users in the 

whole company.01

02 You can see your rank depending on the four options: Steps, Duration, Distance and 

Calories. The list will show the top 10 ranked. If you are not among them, your ranking 

will be displayed below.

Personal Achievements Tab

12

Sneaker Shoes

0-50 points

01
Spring Shoes

51-500 points

02

Flying Shoes

501-2000 points

03
Rocket Shoes

over 2000 points

04
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Corporate Goals Tab

Select Corporate Goals Tab to see 

more details about corporate goals.
01

Here you have two options: you can 

list active corporate goals by 

selecting Active option and inactive 

goals by selecting Inactive option.

02

For every corporate goal there is 

information about description, set 

goal parameters, the goal time 

duration, participation rate.

03

Select a goal to see the top 50 with 

the best results.
04

Johnson
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Profile Info

Every employee has a profile 

automatically generated from their SAP 

Success Factors Employee Profile. 

Select Profile Info Tile to see the 

information about your account as 

mail, address and city.

08

participant 
ranking  

     

     
      

  
 

   

percentage of achievement of the 
goal up to date

total value of
steps/duration/distance/calories 
achieved up to date



Notifications09

In the Notification tile you have an 

insight into all newly created goals by 

your company.
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To dismiss particular corporate goal 

from the list just click on the X sign in 

the upper right corner of the goal.



We hope you enjoy our 
Employee Health Program
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